
The future of medical billing  
for primary and specialty physicians
Manage your revenue cycle end-to-end with flexible solutions for many  
different medical specialties and practice sizes.

By using industry-leading technology combined with high-touch relationship  
building, Coronis Health allows healthcare practitioners to focus on patient  
care, maintain financial independence, and cultivate financial success.

You need a billing service you can trust. Coronis Health 
has brought the most innovative and thought-advancing 
leaders in medical billing and revenue cycle management 
together to progress this industry into the modern,  
technological age. With high levels of professionalism and 
analysis, Coronis delivers results for medical practices.

Our services

Revenue cycle  
management

$

$$

Financial analysis  
and reporting

Credentialing

Practice management 
consulting, and more

Billing Coding

Collections

Delivering a difference for you

EMR/technology  
integration

Making it fast and easy  – Because we are EMR 
agnostic, you will not have to rip and replace your 
existing platform, no new software to  
install or learn

Knowledge of your specialty – Our robust team of 
experts brings years of experience in your specialty 

Help when you need it – We provide a high  
touch customer service approach that allows  
you to focus on patient care

Get paid for more of the care you deliver –  
We deliver best practices and seek creative solutions 
to help with billing, collections and coding

No upfront cost – You don’t pay us until you  
get paid 
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Call your McKesson Account Manager at 

866.625.2679
or visit mms.mckesson.com/financial
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You care, we collect

Years of industry  
knowledge

Clients Claims processed  
in 2020

35+ 400+ 6M+

How can we help you?

Hear what our clients say

I cannot imagine being in  
practice without Coronis.  
They are innovative with  

billing and aggressive at  

collecting my hard-earned  

fees. It truly is a great  

partnership.

“

”
Coronis Health is a perfect 
partner to have for a small 
physician practice. They are 

knowledgeable, dependable  

and honest. Since partnering 

with Coronis our practice has 

grown to a sustainable level.  

We are truly grateful for the 

teamwork mentality.

“

”

Coronis Health is not just a billing service provider to us. 

Not only do I have full confidence in their ability to manage  

our revenue cycle, but I also have full assurance that they truly 

care about the success of our clinic. The relationship my staff 

and I have with the Coronis team resembles one unified  

organization with one mission rather than one company that 

just outsources a service to another. The support I receive 

through analytics provided as well as the fact that our AR  

consistently blows industry KPIs out of the water has given  

us the financial health to be able to successfully grow our  

practice and to continue to serve our community.

“

”
Coronis is dependable  
and easy to reach. Our 

revenues since switching 

have improved and we 

gladly endorse them.

“

”

It’s like having  

an inside billing  

department.

“
”

Free financial checkup
We find missing revenue in  
95% of our reviews.


